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I have always admired EDF Jets and read about them heavily in the forums.
They have been on my list of must try's for a while and when the opportunity
to review one came through my inbox, I was falling over myself to review it. 

The Tigershark EDF ARF is just the 
ticket to turn and burn. The fuse is
molded foam and comes pre-painted.
Although the packaging shows three
separate paint schemes, the one that was
sent (red-white) seems to be the only one
offered. 

While the kit comes with fixed landing
gear, Advantage Hobby offers a retract
system that adds an additional level of
realism and an additional platform to fly the Tigershark from. Since I fly from
a grass field, I wont be able to utilize either option and will instead be hand
launching and belly landing the plane. 

I am excited to get my first taste of EDF with a plane that already has a good
reputation among other pilots.

WING SPAN: 700MM (27.55")
WING AREA: 13.6DM
LENGTH: 760MM (29.92")
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LENGTH: 760MM (29.92")
WEIGHT RTF: 500-550G (1.10-1.20LBS)
FUNCTIONS: 3 or 4 channels (5 with optional retracts) 
POWER: 400 Brushed Motor W/6 Blade Powerfan (included)
POWER USED: 6 Blade Powerfan with 400 Brushless motor 
ESC : Electrifly 25a Silver Series 
BATTERY : Thunderpower 3S 2100 mah 
SERVOS: Cirrus 9g micro (3) 

 

 
Inspection:

The parts were lay ed out and each was inspected for defects. The only issue that stood out was that the red paint
was coated heavier on one side than the other. So it appeared to have two different shades of red on each side of
the fuse. Minor issue and certainly doesn't affect flight performance. 

The canopy, wingtips and nosecone (in addition to a few more accessories) are molded from white plastic. All but
the canopy comes on one sheet and must be cut out prior to installation. The mold lines on my parts were well
enough defined that this was an easy procedure.

The flying surfaces are different than what I have seen. While the cores of the wing are EPP/EPS foam, they are
also sheeted in a hard coated foam which is surprisingly stiff. The ailerons and elevator are also molded in, so there
isn't any need to cut and hinge. Nice. 

  Getting Started: 

The elevator servo is mounted in the only
piece of ply in the kit. This ply plate not only
serves the purpose of holding the elevator
servo, but it is the battery tray and reinforces
the front fuse.

The manual calls for the entire build to be
completed with two part epoxy. I used 5
minute epoxy throughout and made sure to
trail fit my parts first. The ply plate and front
fuse halves are joined in one step. The two
tabs that stick out towards the back of the
fuse are there to allow another point of
contact when the two fuse halves are joined. 

While in most cases the power system is the last piece that goes in to any plane that I am working on. Not so in the
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While in most cases the power system is the last piece that goes in to any plane that I am working on. Not so in the
case of an EDF as it has to be fitted into the fuse during the building process. A 400 class brushed motor is provided
with the plane, however I intend to use the 3700 kv brushless inrunner that AdvantageHobby recommends. The swap
is effortless as the mounting holes line up perfectly. The only trick is when mounting the prop adapter. It has a set
screw that has to be tightened down and it takes some time using an allen wrench. Ensure you file a flat spot onto the
shaft where the set screw will make contact. This will keep the hub from slipping on the shaft. A little loctite to keep
everything in place is also a good idea. 

As it comes, the fan unit is too large to fit into the fuse due to the intake lip. This must be cut down to 73mm. If you
are like me, that will make you just a bit nervous. Have no fear, as it is a painless process. I first took some lexan
scissors and trimmed along the mold line on the lip. After that, I took my dremel and sander bit and slowly went
around the lip taking off a little bit at a time. I did this while checking the fit to the fuse often. In roughly five minutes,
the entire process was over and the fan unit was ready for installation. 

With most EDF's the fan and esc wires are always a tight fit. This kit is no exception as it must be to get a good and
efficient seal. The ESC leads have to be passed to the front of the fuse as this is where the RX and battery will be
housed. A groove must be cut into the foam on both sides of the rear fuse to allow the leads to pass through. This is
highlighted in the photo above. The ESC wires route through holes pre formed in the fuse and is velcro ed to the side.
I have a concern that the ESC will not get enough airflow, but only time will tell. 

The elevator control tubes also must be installed prior to joining the two fuse halves. They exit the fuse at the
beginning of the fan air inlets and route to the rear of the fuse. The instructions call for 50mm to extend into the front
canopy area. There is no mention of gluing the control tubes in place, however I did so with medium foam safe CA.
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The fuse is joined together with two part epoxy. The instructions call for the fuse halves to be joined and then to join
the front and rear portion together. I decided to do this is one fail swoop. I used rubber bands to hold the rear fuse
halves together while I manually held the front and rear in place until the epoxy cured. 

The flying surfaces are the most daunting portion of the build. The wings, elevator and rudder must be sanded flat to
ensure a 90 degree flat gluing surface. I started with the rudder and decided to add two carbon fiber pins to add
strength. After I did this, I realized I was over engineering this process. For the remainder of the surfaces I elected to
simply use a screwdriver and and make shallow dimples on both of the joining surfaces for a better adhesion. Taking
one surface at a time, I held it in place keeping it lined up until the epoxy set. This allowed me to eyeball it and make
adjustment to keep all of the surfaces true. 

 

A split elevator design is used for the two halves. I like the fact that they are fully adjustable using collars as this
makes it easy to trim the two halves to move in unison. The control horns work exactly as intended and snap in for
ease of assembly. Once the the horns are installed and centered, the control rod tubes are taped to the side of the
fuse. Not the prettiest of arrangements, but it is functional.

A FG spar is provided to strengthen the wing and fuse joints. Have a sharp knife here as it was difficult getting
through the epoxy holding the wings in place. While there was absolutely zero flex in the wings prior to installing the
spar, I see no problem with any extra reinforcement.

Here is where I have to change things up. The original design places the aileron servo at the bottom of the fuse.
Utilizing the included static gear or the optional retracts would make this a non issue. However, since I am planning
on belly landing this plane, that servo placement would prove disastrous. The solution was to mount one servo per
aileron. I cut a servo hole on each fuse side and glued the servo in place. The original control rods worked perfectly
and no extra parts were needed. 
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The Canopy is held on using four magnets glued to the fuse and four washers glued to the inside of the canopy. It
seems to hold ok, but I would feel better if it were magnets in place of the washers. I will most likely secure with tape
as an extra precaution.

To finish the plane up, the nose cone and wing tips are cut from the plastic mold. The nosecone is glued to the fuse
and an air hole opened on the underside as well as in the tip of the fuse. This will ensure the batteries get a fresh
supply of cool air.

Tape is used to hold the wingtips on. It is a good idea to use an iron or heat gun to slightly heat up the tape after they
are attached to further melt the glue for a secure hold. 

   

   
   

I installed the 3S 2100 and found that to obtain the correct CG, the battery
needed to almost touch the elevator servo. For the first flight, I had a club mate
toss the plane for me. I figured on a hand launch maiden, it would be better to
have both hands on the transmitter. 

I had low rates set at 30% and high rates at full with about 70% expo across the
board. Eric tossed the Tigershark and it went into a shallow dive. Full up elevator
did nothing and it continued to sink. I immediately switched to full rates and
pulled vertical. I started off on low rates concerned that the full rates would make
it too twitchy. That however was not the case as it was extremely stable on full
rates. The trim flight lasted about 4 minutes and proved to be uneventful.

The second flight I decided to hand launch myself since it didn't seem to take
much to get it on step. I throttled up and tossed it. 

The plane fly's great at any speed. Either slow or with the hammer down, the
plane is inherently stable. I was having a blast flying it right off the deck and
pulling into a vertical climb. Even inverted flight showed no sign of problems and
required only a small amount of down elevator. 

After 6 minutes I setup for a landing and only had to blip the throttle to set it down
nice and soft. Everything was nice and cool upon landing and I only put back
1700 mah into the packs. Not bad since I was on the throttle a lot.
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My first experience with EDF has been completely thrilling. Advantage Hobby has a winner with the Tigershark and it
fly's awesome. The brushless setup combined with this airframe provides an exciting ride and a perfect top speed that is
quick and agile, while allowing the pilot to stay ahead of the plane and not the other way around.

The cons are few but worth noting. The manual takes quite a bit of studying and some interpretation of the text and
drawings to determine what the designer intended for the particular step. The flying surfaces are quite a challenge as
well and take some time to ensure they are straight. There is some opportunity for improvement in this area.

Overall the hiccups that were experienced during the build are washed out and almost forgotten once the plane takes to
the air. It is insanely fun and quenched my EDF thirst. It has definitely opened up a new branch of opportunity for me in
R/C and I look forward to my next EDF project. 

Advantage Hobby 
2708 N. Mattis Ave #D 
Champaign, IL 61822 USA 
Website: www.advantagehobby.com
Toll Free: 866-321-2300 
Phone: 217-398-2700 
Fax: 217-398-2800 
E-mail: orders@advantagehobby.com

Electrifly distributed by: 
Great Planes Model Distributors 
P.O. Box 9021; Champaign, IL 61826-9021 
Telephone Contact: 217-398-8970 (Option 1)
Website: www.greatplanes.com 

ZAP Glues On-line at Frank Tiano Enterprises
Website: http://www.franktiano.com/
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Photo Manufacturer Product Summary Reviewed

Tower Hobbies J-3 Cub
With its distinctive looks, it is probably safe
to say that the J-3 Cub is one of the most
recognized and known airplanes in ...

11/23/2015

RCGF
21cc Twin

Cylinder Gasoline
Engine

RCGF, a Chinese manufacturer of gasoline
engines, designs and manufactures engines
specifically for 'the RC aircraft market. ...

11/23/2015
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RCGF
120cc Twin

Cylinder Gasoline
Engine

RCGF, a Chinese manufacturer of gasoline
engines, designs and manufactures engines
specifically for the RC aircraft market. T...

11/23/2015

Seagull Models
Maule Super

Rocket 10-15cc
ARF

When Seagull Models announced that they
were going to produce not just a model, but
an ARF of the Super Rocket, I just had to...

11/22/2015

Hobbico Estes Proto-Z
The Proto-Z is a Blast of micro-sized fun!
It's the ultimate user-friendly drone- The
fastest, easiset and most economical wa...
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Flitework Edge 540
The Flitework Edge 540 is an electric only
ARF airframe with a generous wing span of
66.9" and also beautifully dressed up in...
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Seagull Models Steen Super
Skybolt 15cc ARF

Seagull Models introduced this biplane early
on in 2015, and SIG mfg. had a
pre-production sample at the Toledo Expo.
That pr...
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ST Model Salto
ST model brings us a fun aerobatic glider
with the H101 Salto. The self-launch electric
glider has no bad tendency and will b...
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RCGF 10cc Gasoline
Engine

RCGF, a Chinese manufacturer of gasoline
engines, designs and manufactures engines
specifically for 'the RC aircraft market. ...

11/17/2015

Seagull Models Funky Cub
10-15cc ARF

The new Funky Cub has some really cool
attributes, borrowed from scale aircraft,
that should add up to make it a great
flying...

11/16/2015

RCGF 20cc Gasoline
Engine

RCGF, a Chinese manufacturer of gasoline
engines, designs and manufactures engines
specifically for 'the RC aircraft market. ...

11/15/2015

ST Model ASW28
ST Model chose to reproduce the Schleicher
ASW28, a single seater standard class glider
capable of glide ratio up to 45. The ...

11/10/2015

The World
Models

30% PT-17
Stearman ARF
(U.S. ARMY) 

Some may call me lucky. I would agree!
One of the reasons that the PT-17 is so
close to my heart is that I have a personal
co...

10/03/2015

Bomberfield
USA 2015

27th Annual B-17
Gathering

Every year, the end of the summer brings
the big birds back to Monaville, TX, for a
festive fly-in weekend at the local RC si...

10/03/2015

HeliMax Voltage 500 3D
This quad is absolutely not for the faint of
heart, but if you·re an established heli pilot
with some experience under your b...

10/03/2015
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